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Abstract 

An embedded system is a computer with a dedicated function. They exist in many places ranging from 

the microwave to the automated sink. Unlike general purpose computers, embedded systems are small, 

low power, and rugged. Most of those machines can take in Programmable logic controllers (plc) which populates large 

factories are a form of embedded system. However, despite our reliance on embedded systems and their cheap costs, most of 

us do not know how they work or even think about them to begin with. The goal of this project is for me to create an 

embedded system that tracks an object within a certain distance. A simple task that many takes for granted, this project will 

explore the details behind a seemingly easy task. 

Fall 2018 

Introduction 

 This document summarizes the progress I’ve made throughout the semester. Inside it also explains the 

problems, dead ends, and road blocks I’ve come across. 

Initial Plan 

 To briefly summarize, the goal of this project is for me to create an embedded system that tracks an 

object within a certain distance. Below is the work cycle I had initially planned for the semester 

Work Cycles Software Objective Hardware Objective 

1 Program the Arduino to 

react to inputs from 

ultrasonic ranging module. 

Print out distance. 

Attach the physical module 

onto the breadboard, 

connect the sensor input to 

Arduino. Insure the 

distance input change 

accordingly. 

2 Program Arduino to 

control motor. Insure the 

motor can have various 

speeds. The motor must be 

able to spin depending on 

serial input. 

Connect motor to 

breadboard. Output voltage 

must vary for motor to 

have various speeds. The 

motor must be able to spin 

clockwise and 

counterclockwise. 



2.5 (if necessary) If statements to separate 

outputs to insure there is a 

motor that can spin 

opposite of the other one. 

Install two motors 

connected to two separate 

outputs. 

3  If statements to insure 

objects do not come too 

close to the system. Print 

out warning. 

Add LED, and Beeper to 

the circuit to display and 

emits noise depending on 

threshold distance. 

Requires 1 

4 Requires 1, 2, 3. As the sensor spins, 

calculate the distance. If 

distance is pass threshold, 

lock onto the target that 

surpass the threshold. 

Attach sensor to the motor 

so the sensor spins. Motor 

must be able to spin the 

sensor clockwise and 

counterclockwise. 

Timeline 

August 2018 Apply for funding 

September 2018 Finish basic parts: work cycle 1 & 3 

October 2018 Work on motor: work cycle 2 

November 2018 Work on tracking: work cycle 4 

December 2018 Finish work cycle 2 & 4. Basic tracking 

feature should be working. Grades 

 

  



Progress 

 I started the project by creating a simple motor connected to the Arduino. The user can input a number 

between 0 and 255 which controls the motor spin speed. 

 

Then I added two radars to the circuit, to insure the radars can correctly read in the distance in cm. Work 

cycle 1 is complete and work cycle software is complete. 

 

However, when I attempted design a hardware that allows the simple motor to spin both clockwise and 

counterclockwise I run into some problem. The motor I am using is a simple DC motor, which can only spin 

one direction depending on the direction of the voltage flow. Unless I can reverse the electricity flow, the motor 

cannot spin in the opposite direction based on input. 



When I was writing the workflow, I thought to install another dc motor with a reversed polarity, so it 

can spin in the opposite direction which can override the other motor’s torque. However, after some research I 

decided it might break a motor, so I abandoned the idea.  

After some research, I came across H-bridge, which is a circuit design that allows the polarity of the 

voltage to be switched depending on switch combinations. However, I abandoned the idea due to several 

reasons. 

1. Complex hardware design on the breadboard. 

2. If I had bought a H-bridge from online, 4 of the output pins will be used to control the switches, 

significantly limits the number of features I can add on for later work cycles. 

3. There are 16 different combinations of switch states, 7 of which would fry the motor.  

Thus, the complications brought by using a H-bridge seemed excessive, so I abandoned the idea. 

Then when I was talking with a friend, he mentioned a servo motor. Due to my inexperience in 

hardware, I had never heard or thought about a servo motor. After some finding I discover a servo motor can 

turn to an exact degree based on inputs. And considering it needs the same number of output pins as a regular 

motor, I decided to use the servo motor instead. 

 On my first attempt, I attempted to use a single sensor to track an object. My implementation is to: 

1. Continuously rotate the servo motor between 0-180 degrees back and forth.  

2. If an object will appear at a distance closer than 60 cm, the tracking will begin. 

a. The radar will find a distance, store it as previous distance, move one degree to the left, 

recalculate the distance. 

b. If the new distance is greater, then the servo is going the wrong direction and will spin the other 

direction. 

c. If the new distance is closer, then the servo is spinning in the right direction and will continue 

d. If the distance is equal, then the object is tracked. 

e. If the object moved past the 60 cm tracking range, it will exit back into step 1 

 



So, it doesn’t work so I abandoned the idea for a simpler one using two radars. 

 For my second attempt, I used both radars instead. It is a lot simpler than the previous attempt. The logic 

is as follows: 

1. Declare global variables instead of local 

2. Set servo angle to 90 

3. Measure the distance from radar 1 and radar 2, store them into the globals. The distance must be less 

than max distance, which is set to 150 cm. 

a. Compare the current position of the servo to 90 degrees 

b. If it is an acute angle 

c. Object is closer to Radar 1 than to Radar 2 

d. Increase angle 

e. Object is closer to Radar 2 than to Radar 1 

f. Decrease angle 

g. If it is an obtuse angle 

h. Object is closer to Radar 1 than to Radar 2 

i. Increase angle 

j. Object is closer to Radar 2 than to Radar 1 

k. Decrease angle 

 

It is important to note the pivot speed (the angle increment) needs to be adjusted for the performance. And every 

variable must be kept global and not kept as local inside functions. I attempted to put the distance measurement 

for both radar into a generalized function, but it did not work. By this point, the system I created is already a far 

cry from the work cycles. However, it accomplishes the main goal in a different way. 

 Next, I took the LCD example and added to the circuit to print out the distance between radar and 

object. 



 

Due to the number of inputs the LCD needed, there is only three output pins left for usage. 

Summary 

 The completed system is very different from what the work cycle originally planned. However, it 

accomplishes the goal of tracking an object and prints out the distance. It can frequently mess up due to the 

servo angle increments and should be tested in physical form to work out the small mistakes. 

Next Step 

 To gather the necessary supplies and create the circuit physically and make sure it works before adding 

more features. 

  



Spring 2019 
Introduction 

 This document summarizes the progress I’ve made throughout the semester. Inside it also explains the 

problems, dead ends, and road blocks I’ve come across. 

Initial Plan 

 Before I began building I came up with a plan of approach. 

1) To learn about circuit before building 

2) Find specification for all parts to avoid waste 

3) Think of a configuration 

4) Began building part by part 

5) Document problems and challenges 

Progress 

January 

The objective during the month is to discover more about the circuit before building and find all  the 

specifications for all parts that can potentially be destroyed (list all parts and their specs). 

The first thing I learned about is current and voltage. After a bit of research, I discover there must be more 

current than what’s needed for a component to run. On a fundamental level current is like a bank, there must be 

more in reserve for each component to withdraw from. Voltage is opposite, the voltage must not exceed the 

limit for the component. Voltage is similar to a pool, too much water would overflow the component.  

Below is a table of each component and their current and voltage. 

Component Specification 

Arduino Uno Operating Voltage 5V 

Input Voltage (recommended) 7-12V 

Input Voltage (limit) 6-20V 

DC Current per I/O Pin 20 mA//does 

not seem to have enough current for all 

DC Current for 3.3V Pin 50 mA 

HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Distance Measuring 

Sensor Module 

Working Voltage DC 5 V 

Working Current 15mA 

Working Frequency 40Hz 

Range 2cm-4m 

SG90 9G Micro Servo Motor 4.8V - 6.0V 



Electrical Specification (Function of the 

Performance)： 

Running current (at no load) 400±30mA 

(4.8V ) 500±30mA(6V) 

Stall current (at locked) 1300±40mA (4.8V ) 

1600±50mA(6v) 

Idle current (at stopped) 6±1mA (4.8V ) 

6±1mA(6v) 

Running life(at no load) >350000 Turns(4.8V 

) >320000 Turns(4.8V ) 

Hitachi HD44780 LCD Arduino tutorial use 220-ohm resistor and 10k 

ohm potentiometer 

2.7v-5.5v 

 

Furthermore, the circuit can be running in parallel. If ran in parallel, the voltage does not change, but the current 

is reduced proportionally based on the resistors. 

February 

The goal of this month is to identify problems. Currently, the biggest problem is the current (word play 

intended). There are not enough amps to power everything in the circuit. The servo motor is likely the biggest 

strain and requires more current to pull from. After exploring bunch of forums and discussion boards, I have 

found two solutions.  

1 Directly plug in battery into breadboard. Need a higher current, will need to lower the voltage using 

either resistors or voltage regulator lL7805 to lower to 5v (https://www.sparkfun.com/products/107) 

2 DC adaptor to increase current, 9 to 12V DC, 250mA or more, 2.1mm plug, center pin positive.  

(http://playground.arduino.cc/Learning/WhatAdapter) 

If needed, I will attach potentiometer to everything to have range of current to test with. There already will be 

one for the LCD for the screen brightness. 

March 

I spend this month building and testing components. Below is the sequence of problems/success. 

Time Event 

3/14/19 Tested the 9 v with two servo motors and 

works. Should have enough current now. 

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/107
http://playground.arduino.cc/Learning/WhatAdapter


3/22/19 LCD not showing, no port found. Solved by 

powering Arduino through 9v charger then 

plugging in USB 

3/25/19 Received another ultrasonic detector and 

jumper wire 

Changed power scheme for reliability 

purposes 

Power column a: closer to the Arduino. Only 

provides voltage to ultrasonic detector A. 

Power column b: further from the Arduino.  

Provides voltage to motor, ultrasonic detector 

b, and LCD screen. 

Moved the detector to jump wires for more 

movement capability. 

Moving the parts onto a same platform. 

Rewired everything. 

Have to reset the motor before each activation 

to insure the motor is facing the right way. 

4/12/19 Stable build. Just need to move the two 

detectors onto a single platform and find 

optimal distance for tracking. 

4/20/19 Attempted to add a prototype gun, failed 

because servo not powerful enough. Trigger 

works. 



Picture w/ Explanation 

 

Picture of the Arduino board attachment to the breadboard. Power column A is closer to the Arduino 

while column b is further from the Arduino. Column A powers sensor 1 and column b powers sensor 2. Pins 2 

to 13 are used for inputting and outputting components. Pin 8, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2 are used for LCD, pin 6 is used for 

servo, pin 9 and pin 10 are used for echo and trigger for sensor 1 respectively, and pin 12 is trigger while pin 13 

for sensor 2 respectively. The wires are taped and paperclipped into a band. 

 

Closeup of the wires and their layout. I attempted to preserve the color scheme throughout the board. 



 

Another view of the board shows how some of the wires are too short and need to be relayed with 

another wire. 

 

Image of the servo motor along with the sensors. The jumper wires are attached to the sensors are 

rewired from the pins listed above. The motor is attached to the sensors allowing them to move around while 

remaining in line with each other. 

Further prototype 

Originally the system will also function as a turret, thus I planned to attach a small nerf gun/bb gun to 

the servo. However, the motor is not strong enough rotate against the weight. Both video “demo.mp4” and 



“prototype.mp4” it shows how the extra servo motor can be used to pull the trigger. However, since I do not 

have anything powerful enough to rotate the turret the best I can do is the video demonstration. 

Here is a screenshot of the video to demonstrating how the program can be used to pull the trigger. 

 

Please note, the thing in the image is a toy replica not a real firearm. 

Conclusion 

 I have a working prototype and fulfilled the requirements. Although it is not the best version it works 

and can be considered success, especially considering majority of engineering projects does not work by due 

date. 

  



Code: 
#include <Servo.h> 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 

Servo ServoOne;                    // generates an instance of a servo object 

LiquidCrystal lcd(8, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2); 

#define Echo_1    9//orange 

#define Trigger_1 10//purple 

#define Trigger_2 12 

#define Echo_2    13 

 

unsigned long EchoTime_1; 

unsigned long EchoTime_2; 

int  Distance_1; 

int  Distance_2; 

int  PulseInTimeout; 

int  ServoPosition; 

int  MaxDistance; 

int  ServoPositionMin; 

int  ServoPositionMax; 

int  ServoPivotSpeed; 

 

void setup(){ 

  pinMode(Echo_1, INPUT); 

  pinMode(Trigger_1, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(Echo_2, INPUT); 

  pinMode(Trigger_2, OUTPUT); 

  ServoOne.attach(6);              // Assigns pin 6 as a servo 

  ServoPosition=90;                // Default Servo position 

  PulseInTimeout=8000;             // Define PulseTimeout value in microsec 

  MaxDistance=150;                  // MaxDistance in cm 

  ServoPositionMin=30;             // Min Servo Position 

  ServoPositionMax=150;            // Max Servo Position 

  ServoPivotSpeed=1;               // The Servo angle step size 

   

  delay(20); 



  Serial.begin(9600); 

  lcd.begin(16, 2); 

  lcd.print("Target is: "); 

  lcd.setCursor(4, 1); 

  lcd.print(" cm away"); 

 

} 

 

void DistanceMeasurementSensor(){      // Measures Distance with Sensor 1 

  digitalWrite(Trigger_1, LOW);                       // Hold Trigger Low 

  delayMicroseconds(10);                              // Settle Time 

  digitalWrite(Trigger_1, HIGH);                      // Enable Trigger  

  delayMicroseconds(5);                               // Hold High for 10uS 

  digitalWrite(Trigger_1, LOW);                       // Hold Trigger Low to start range detect 

  EchoTime_1 = pulseIn(Echo_1, HIGH, PulseInTimeout); // Timer sequence for pulse train capture 

  Distance_1 = (EchoTime_1/58); 

  if (Distance_1 > MaxDistance)  // Constrains Distance_1 to MaxDistance 

    Distance_1 = MaxDistance; 

 

  digitalWrite(Trigger_2, LOW);                         // Hold Trigger Low 

  delayMicroseconds(10);                                // Settle Time 

  digitalWrite(Trigger_2, HIGH);                        // Enable Trigger  

  delayMicroseconds(5);                                 // Hold High for 10uS 

  digitalWrite(Trigger_2, LOW);                         // Hold Trigger Low to start range detect 

  EchoTime_2 = pulseIn(Echo_2, HIGH, PulseInTimeout);   // Timer sequence for pulse train capture 

  Distance_2 = (EchoTime_2/58);      

  if (Distance_2 > MaxDistance)    // Constrains Distance_2 to MaxDistance 

    Distance_2 = MaxDistance; 

} 

 

 

void ObjectPresent(){                                  // Object Detection Algorithm 

  if(ServoPosition<90){                                // Detection if less than 90 degrees 

      if((Distance_2-Distance_1)>0)                   // Direction comparison  

       ServoPosition=ServoPosition+ServoPivotSpeed;   // Increment Servo position by ServoPivotSpeed 



      if((Distance_1-Distance_2)>0)                   // Direction comparison 

        ServoPosition=ServoPosition-ServoPivotSpeed;  // Increment Servo position by ServoPivotSpeed 

  } 

  if(ServoPosition>89){                                  // Detection if more than 89 degrees 

    if((Distance_2-Distance_1)>0)                   // Direction comparison 

       ServoPosition=ServoPosition+ServoPivotSpeed;   // Increment Servo position by ServoPivotSpeed 

      if((Distance_1-Distance_2)>0)                   // Direction comparison 

        ServoPosition=ServoPosition-ServoPivotSpeed;   // Increment Servo position by ServoPivotSpeed 

  }    

  if(ServoPosition>ServoPositionMax)          // Restricts Servo position to Max 

    ServoPosition=ServoPositionMax; 

  if(ServoPosition<ServoPositionMin)          // Restricts Servo position to Max 

    ServoPosition=ServoPositionMin; 

} 

 

void loop(){ 

  DistanceMeasurementSensor();    // measure both distance 

  ObjectPresent();                 // Function Call 

  ServoOne.write(ServoPosition);   // Rotates Servo to position stored in ServoPosition 

 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

  lcd.print((Distance_1+Distance_2)/2); 

  Serial.println((Distance_1+Distance_2)/2); 

   

}  

 

Links: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG1Yklt6iunO0mWVX0wemjoMyJ4njDpe/view?usp=sharing 

This link contains download to the zipped files containing code, videos, and powerpoint 


